The dissipitavity condition on A is simply that if (t, x, y) is in R + x Y x Y and c is a positive number then (1) \[I-cA(t)M -II ~ cA(t)][y]\ ^ [1 -ca(t)]\x -y\ .
The author and R. H. Martin, Jr. [5] have shown that if (1) holds, and z is in Y, then there is exactly one continuously differentiable function u from R + to Y such that (2) and (3) u'( whenever t is in (0,-©o). In the present article we shall show that u can be expressed as a product integral in each of two forms: Our work is related to results of J. V. Herod [2, §6] and G. F. Webb [7] , [8] . Herod showed that representation (5) 
It is clear from (1) that there is no loss in assuming a to be iϋ + -valued, and we shall. It follows from [6] 
that if (c, t) is in R +
x R + and ca(t) < 1 then I -cA(t) is a bisection on Y, and 
V=U[I-(ds)A(s)]' 1 [x]
0 means that if ε is a positive number then there is a chain {ry}JL 0 from 0 to £ such that if {s k }l =0 is a refinement of {r 3 )f^, and {s A }2= 1 
is defined analogously.
THEOREM. Let z be in Y, and let u solve (2) and (3). Then each of (4) and (5) is true whenever t is in R + .
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Let m_ be that function from Y x Y to the real numbers given by 
Now {u(t): t is in [0, δ]} is a compact subset of Y, so the function described by (t, x) -+ A(t)[x] is uniformly continuous on [0, b] x {u(t): t is in
PL{t) = m_[^(ί) -tt(ί), i l(t) -mΛv(t) -u(ί), A(?^)b(ί)] -A
(t)[u(t)]] = m_[v(t) -u(t),
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+ I A^J[«(«)]-A(t)[u(t)]\ βP(t) + δ .
Hence [3, Theorem 1.4.1, p. 15],
Thus we have proved that representation (4) Let {t k }t =Q be a chain from 0 to δ, and suppose that t k -t k^ < δ whenever k is an integer in [1, n] 
